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Welcome to the video three of the lead guitar fast start series. In this lesson we cover the scale that is the basis for other scales and chords you learn as a guitarist. We'll go through the mechanics and memorize the big scales, and you'll start practicing this form of scale with a jam track.
Before we start exploring scale, let's see how to read the scale chart. Scale diagrams have six vertical lines, and the line to our left is a low E line, and the line on the right is a high line E. Horizontal chart lines represent frets. You'll find that the scale chart has a lot of dots on it and some dots
are filled while the rest aren't. Filled dots are a root note for the scale you play. Because the scale we're about to learn is G major, all of these root G. Circles notes that aren't filled out are just the rest of the notes on the scale. Inside the circle you will see a number that represents from
which finger you should play the note. This brings us back to the finger concept I mentioned in the first video. This method means that you will have one finger assigned to each fret. With the G major scale, your first finger will play any notes on the second fret, your second finger will play
notes on the third fret, and so on. The main scale has seven notes, but looking at the scale chart, you probably wonder why there are more than seven notes in this form of the scale. In fact, once you've played the first seven notes on a scale, you're going to repeat those notes in a higher
octave. Okay, let's jump into this form of scale. The first note you'll play is the lowest note of the scale, the root note G. Play this note with the second finger on the low line E on the third fret. The second note is on the fifth fret and you will play it with the fourth finger. Now we move on to the
second line, where your first finger will be on the second fret, then the second finger on the third fret, and the fourth finger on the fifth fret. It's three notes on line A. After trying out the first two lines of this scale, you already see how the assigned finger concept kicks in for a minute here to
practice notes on these two lines to get really comfortable with them, and as I did in the video, the practice takes place both up and down the scale. Now add notes from the third line. We have the first finger on the second fret, the third finger on the fourth fret, and the fourth finger on the fifth
fret. Adding these three notes to line D completes seven notes of the first octave and brings us to the next G root note. Moving on to the next octave, let's look at the notes on the fourth line. The G line is simple because the pattern is the same as the D line you just learned. This is the first on
the second fret, the third finger on the fourth fret, and the fourth finger on the fifth fret again. Noticing similarities and patterns like this on a scale will make memorizing weights easier for you as you learn. Moving on to the fifth line, line B has only two notes. The second finger on the third fret
and the fourth finger on the fifth fret. As usual, get comfortable with these two notes and then practice them with the rest of the scale. We'll finish the last line. There are three notes on the E high line. The first finger on the second fret, the second finger on the third fret, and the fourth finger
on the fifth fret. Now that you've seen the whole big scale, work on memorizing the shape of the scale and getting comfortable with the notes. Don't worry about learning it as fast as this video because you can take your time to practice scale as much as you need. Something else I want you
to understand, this scale is moving. If I take a G-major shape and move it to another set of root notes, it will be a different scale. For example, if I move up two frets, it becomes a large scale using the same shape as major G. In the future, it will be useful for you to remember where the root
notes of the scales are. I made a jam track so you could work on this large scale with real music behind you. Lift up the jam track I gave you and start using the track as a metronome to get comfortable with your shape scale. Once you're comfortable, you can start emphasizing the root
notes of the scale, starting, finishing or even stopping at the root notes during the game. Once you've got the shape of the scale and the root notes down, you can start improvising and make up you your own tunes and solos using G's large scale. Take a look at the video for an example. As
you practice, don't forget about the universal tips we've gone through in previous lessons, and be sure to practice your scale along with real music using a jam track or other song. In the next lesson in the Leading Guitar Fast Start series, we learn another important scale: the scale of the
pentatonic scale. If you have any questions at the same time leave a comment below. See you at the next class. The next lesson is the basic pentatonic scale, which we start here with a pattern of 1 of the five system templates. This is the most common pattern of a large scale to learn first.
Another system to study the template is the 3 Notes to Line System, which has some advantages, but I think it's much better to study the CAGED system forms (Five System Patterns) in the first place. No, actually, it's pretty standard. Memory tips - I usually break it down into 3 pairs of lines.
Leave the lowest note at the moment, then note that the pattern on rows 6 and 5 is the same as rows 2 and 1, fingers 2-4/1-2-4 and the average pair of strings are both 1-3-4 fingers. Note that the edges of the pattern all the notes across with the fingers 1 and except for a hole on line 2 that
finger 1 dropped ;) ;) Pattern uses fingers: 2/2/3/3/2/2 I believe using visual tricks like this can help you remember it. You'll also find working on visualization can help - practice your scales from the tool! 17 Note Patterns All my scale templates (where possible) have 17 notes (3 notes on
each line, except for one line, which will have only 2 notes). This gives you the perfect number to practice weights with a metronome, because if practiced with 4 notes between each metronome click (16th notes, semiquavers) you will always return on a root note on the kick :) Tips for
Learning Libra ALWAYS START AND END ON LOWEST ROOT NOTE It will help train your ears in hearing sound scale, very important. So start on the lowest (in the box) root note, play as far as you can, then go back down as low as you can and then go back to the root note. LEARN IT
SLOWLY AND GET IT RIGHT Make no mistake when studying the scale. Play it 10 times perfectly (right notes, right fingers) at a very slow speed and you'll find that you can speed it up without making mistakes and developing bad habits you'll have to fix later. USE YOUR FINGER TIPS
Don't let your fingers fold down, use tips all the time, and definitely no barbells at any time. However, you want to finger 1 to slightly rest on all the strings to disable all the strings below it and the tip of your finger 1 should touch the line above (thicker than the string), as taught in the Muting
Lesson line, part of the intermediate course. LEARN PATTERNS (SHAPES) ONE ON TIME It is very important that you learn all five of these models... Finally! But please learn to make music with them. It is much better to be able to use one size of scale and play solo than to play five up
and down and not be able to make music with them :) Click here to see how your donation will help the site! Welcome to the guitar scales section GuitarOrb.com. Here I'll show you some of the most common weights used on guitar in solo and improvisation, talk a bit about their use and
illustrate some of the most common positions to play these scales. Then I'll also discuss how to practice these scales, as well as some basic theory concepts that are useful for understanding in relation to scale. 6 Most commonly used guitar scales scale 1: Small pentatonic scale pentatonic
scale scale, which has 5 notes per octave. The insignificant pentatonic scale is usually the first scale guitarists learn solo with and is very often used to form solos in rock, blues, and other popular styles. The two main positions this scale plays into are: scale quickly learn and easily learn to
improvise and phrases with. Once you have mastered the basics of using the scale over minor chords, there are also some more advanced uses based on playing different scales over a minor chord or moving scale up or down bother to get play outside kind of I could dedicate a lesson to
these more advanced applications in the future. If you want to practice this scale during the back track, you can use blues backing tracks or backing tracks designed for Aeolian mode or Dorian mode. Scale 2: Scale of the Blues Once you learn the minor pentatonic scale, it should be
relatively easy to learn the blues scale as it is essentially the same with one additional note (flattened 5). This scale in the two most common positions are: As the name suggests, the scale is used largely in blues, but is also used in rock and jazz styles a lot too. Solo over blues using this
scale is relatively easy to get basics, but you could spend your life honing subtle nuances of style such as the sensation of bends, vibrato and the timing of your phrases. You can practice this scale over our blues backing tracks. Scale 3: Natural small scale or Aeolian mode Natural
insignificant scale is very often used in rock and popular styles. As well as being used to form solos, chords formed from natural minor scale will be the most commonly used chords in popular chords. The two main positions for the scale on the guitar are: You can read more about this scale
in our article on the natural insignificant scale, and you can practice this scale over backing tracks on our backing tracks designed for this scale. Scale 4: Scale scale is widely used in a number of ways. Chords formed from large scales are usually used to form chords, and there are also
many theories on how to form harmony with this scale. In addition, this scale is used to form modes that are also widely used. The natural insignificant scales mentioned above, as well as the Dorian regime and Mixolydian mode below all the large-scale modes. Read more about the modes
of formation of this scale in our article about large-scale regimes. Two main positions for the scale: The main scale can be used to form a solo over chords that are based on chords formed from large scales. The scale is also commonly used for solos during the main 7th and main 6th chords
in jazz styles, where the scales used can vary across different chords. Read more about this scale in our large-scale article. To practice your improvisation with this scale over back tracks, you can use our large-scale backing tracks. Scale 5: Dorian Mode While natural insignificant scale is
most commonly used in rock and other popular styles to form solos over minor chords, Dorian's mode is more commonly used to play secondary chords in styles based on jazz and fusion. Highlights for Dorian's guitar mode: If you want to practice this scale over the back track you can
backing tracks designed for the Dorian mode or as an alternative, like the Dorian mode blusiest sounding mode of a large scale, it will also work on over our blues backing tracks. Scale 6: The Mixolidian mode is the 5th mode of large scale and is usually used to improvise the dominant
chords in styles based on jazz and fusion. The two most common positions for the Mixolid regime are: You can practice your mixolidian solo and improvise our mixed-track backs. You can also take a look at our guitar scales chart to chart the main positions of these 6 weights. When
practicing scales when practicing scales on your guitar, once you have learned to play the scale of the ascendant and downward position, it is helpful to start practicing your scales in sequence. This will help to entrench the position of the scale as well as the sound of the scale. You can read
more about the practice in sequence in our article about the sequence of the guitar scale. Then you should start wasting time experimenting with scale, trying to come up with phrases using scale notes that sound good to you. Then move on to experimenting with scale over back tracks. As
you do it more, it will become a more spontaneous process. You can find backing tracks to play all these scales over in our back-track section of the site. Some basic theories know the scales are probably the most important work of music theory related to weights, how to form chords from a
scale that can be used together in the same vein. Read more about this in our article about the formation of chords from scales. It's also helpful to know how to shape scale modes, and you can read about it in our article about large-scale modes. Other information, such as the intervals used
to form the scale, can be seen in articles that focus on each of the specific scales mentioned. Where to go for more lessons If you are looking to delve more into this kind of material, I would recommend taking a look at the Course/Lessons of The JamPlay Guitar. I am both a branch of the
course and a member there. They have a good range of video guitar lessons on a wide range of subjects. You can focus on theory, different guitar styles, beginner courses or different styles of artists to name just a few of the kind of categories of lessons in their field members. They present
lessons from quite a few different instructors, so you can find a instructor with a teaching style that is best suited to your training. In addition, they provide regular video chat sessions with their instructors, so you can personally ask any questions that might keep you on the tool. The site also
has an extensive scale library, and I just took a few screenshots of the JamPlay scale library, so you might have a few members take a look at some of their guitar scale resources: Visit Jamplay.com Update: Reading the neck charts I saw a bit of confusion about the scale of the chart
above, so I thought I would add this section that would add this section that through how to read them in more detail. On each of the diagrams, the red dot represents a tonic or or scales, while the black dots represent other notes on the scale. In terms of key and rook numbers, each of
these charts can form a scale in any key depending on where you play them along your neck. For example, with the first chart for minor pentatonic, the red dot is the first note on the 6th line, and it is a root note in the penatonic minor note. Now this first note can be played anywhere up the
neck, and depending on where you play it will depend on which key minor pentatonic in. for example, if you play that first scale with a red dot on the 5th fret of the 6th row, then the 5th fret of the 6th row is A and the pattern will represent a minor pentatonic. If on the other hand, the red dot
was the 8th fret of the 6th line, then this note is C and scale will be C minor pentatonic. Thus, each of these diagrams is a pattern that can be played anywhere up the neck and the position in which you play the pattern will indicate the key of the scale. Each template can essentially form a
scale in any key depending on where you play. I hope you found this article to be helpful. Note: For the visually impaired who have the technology to allow them to understand the text on the web page but not the images, click here for a text description of the scale charts on this page. By
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